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Motivation

One component of the Virtual Square framework[12, 3, 4], is View-OS.
Traditional OS’s implement the global view assumption: any two processes
running on a computer share the same view of their execution environment.
This “global” view includes the meaning of pathnames, network stacks,
routing rules, devices etc. While processes may have different permissions
to access these resources, the naming scheme is the same. View-OS removes the global view assumption. Each process in View-OS has its own
view of the execution environment, i.e. its own view of the networking
system, file systems, existing devices, inter-process communication, etc.
Furthermore, process view redefinition in View-OS can be selectively applied to specific portions of a processes’ view: e.g. a process can change
its view of the file system, or only on a subtree of the file system.
UMview1 is a user-mode implementation of key View-OS concepts as
a partial, modular, system call virtual machine (SCVM). A SCVM is
a process-virtual machine[10, 11] where processes run natively on the
processor and just the system calls are virtualized. User-Mode Linux
(UML)[5, 6], whose virtual monitor is an entire linux kernel loaded as
a process, is the canonical example of a SCVM.
UMview is a partial SCVM since it is possible to provide a process
with a view which is a mix of virtual and native entities. For example,
UMview supports the mounting of a virtual filesystem. Afterwards, the
processes’ view of the filesystem is composed of a virtual subtree rooted
at the mountpoint, in addition to the pre-existing filesystem. Unlike traditional kernel mounts, UMview mount effects are limited to the processes
running in the virtual machine. Furthermore, view modification actions,
like the mount operation example, can be nested.
UMview is a modular SCVM. Loadable modules provide suitable abstractions for supporting specific virtualizations: e.g. file systems, devices,
networking systems, etc.
UMview provides a flexible and general purpose support for virtualization. Using the View-OS concepts implemented as UMview modules one
can “unify” several pre-existing models of virtualization.
• chroot system call;
• system call interposition [14, 7, 9];
• fakeroot utility;
• virtual file systems [8, 15];
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network stack (with separate IP address and routing rules). Connections with the real world are usually made via a VDE [2] connection.
Module composition is also supported; a virtual network can be used
to mount remote file systems with umfuse.
umdev implements virtual devices and adds support for I/O control system call virtualization. Each special file or group is managed by a
sub-module. One of them is umdevmbr for hard disk MBR virtualizations. Users can mount a disk image, partition it (accessing to
virtualized copies of block devices like /dev/hda), create file systems
on the new partitions (/dev/hda1, ...) and mount the resulting file
system with umfuse.
viewfs performs various kinds of transformations on the file system
namespace as seen by the process. Using viewfs one can hide portions of the file system; e.g. to isolate the effect of malicious/illbehaving software on key data). It can also implement the copy-onwrite abstraction, allowing processes to operate on read-only portions
of the real file system in a safe manner.
umbinfmt is a user-mode implementation for binfmt support which lets
users choose a different “interpreter” for an executable depending on
the file extension or specific file pattern. For instance, QEMU [1] can
be used to run a Linux/i386 executable from a Linux/ppc command
shell.
Finally UMview also includes some optional kernel patches which aid
UMView performance. Since these optimizations can also be exploited
by other virtual machines (e.g. UML) these patches are currently under
consideration to be included in the official Linux kernel.
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